Those who know how to lead, rule the world.

IIMB-CREDAI BUSINESS LEADERSHIP PROGRAMME
It was an amazing program with a lot of Insights into different Aspects & Scenario of our industry. A new dimension of thinking and vision of what we do and why we do.

- Mr. Sandeep Subramanyam, Director-Trendz Developers

Excellent improvement in structured thinking.

- Mr. Sanjeev Mahendra Mehta, MD-Apranje Estates Ltd

This course has been very meticulously designed to suit one’s business and open mind to think big in turn of organization and corporate style of operation. We are very glad to have been taught by the industry best professors and especially thankful to Prof. P. D. Jose and Prof. Venky for designing such a course and constantly adding small modules which we have represented to be included.

- Mr. Anil Kumar Muthyala, MD, Vishnu Priya Group

One of the most important decisions of my life to upskill myself, thereby enabling me to think and act bigger and better.

- Mr. Abhishek Mehta, Director-Urban Tree Infrastructures Pvt. Ltd

Great learning must do for Business Managers and Leaders.

- Mr. D N Choudary, Director-Cosmo Granites P. Ltd

Good program, beyond my imagination. Thank you CREDAI. Please introduce similar International programs.

- Mr. R. Krishna, Proprietor-Nisarga Builders

The course was very useful for us to find the voids in organization. Best practice, Tools & Techniques were taught. An excellent program by CREDAI. To make the developers more professional and understand the Industry well.

- Mr. Bharat Kumar, Director-Sumadhura Infracon Pvt Ltd